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The Libraries Committee met on March 3.

• The Dean discussed ways in which the Libraries would make its budget cuts without
affecting services.  At the time of the meeting, the Libraries’ portion was $87,000.  No specific
plans were adopted.  The Libraries Committee continues to be concerned about the funding of
the Libraries since it is a core resource for all teaching and research activities.  While we
understand the serious financial pressures under which the campus finds itself, the Committee
believes that the entire Campus community needs to help preserve the Libraries.

•  The committee has amended the policy on overdue books to include an appeal
process.  Hence, the entire policy reads:

If faculty and staff have overdue items checked out for at least one month past
the due date, Library staff will put a MOBIUS block on the account.  This will
result in the faculty or staff not being able to request books, check out books, put
items on reserve or request Interlibrary Loan items at any Library.   Faculty may
appeal this decision in writing to the Senate Libraries Committee.

•  The Library Committee has endorsed the Libraries proposal for changing the reserve
system in all Libraries.    

Currently course reserves include loose paper files, tests, articles, books, videos and
other items.   The proposal is to move all paper items to MyGateway (the Libraries would
continue to have books and videos on reserve as is customary).  There are three reasons (not
in any particular order) for this change.  First, there are issues of space in the Libraries. 
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the Campus will improve its compliance with
educational fair use laws by having the items available only to students in their classes (as is
controlled by MyGateway).  Finally, the students should prefer having the items available under
MyGateway.

The Committee discussed this proposal.  On the positive side there is the convenience
to the students and the better compliance with the law.  On the negative side, there is the
question of how documents would be converted to electronic format and how items could be
preserved for multiple semesters.  

The Libraries assured the Committee that they would help in scanning or
retrieving articles and other documents.  Faculty also have support from the
Faculty Resource Center associated with ITS.  The Committee asked Reserve
Librarians to work with Mary Fowler and the Faculty Resource Center to make
this transition as smoothly as possible.  

The question of maintaining items for use for multiple semesters is somewhat
more difficult.  Apparently the law states that an item is supposed to be destroyed
at the end of the semester and recreated for use the next semester.  This would
suggest that articles would need to be rescanned or retrieved each semester. 
The Committee asked the Reserve Librarians to work with Mary Fowler and the
Faculty Resource Center to determine procedures to make this as easy as
possible.

Another item that was discussed by the Committee is the fact that PDF’s that are



not made appropriately may not be viewed by electronic readers that help
students who are visually impaired.  This would make the availability of items
through MyGateway useless for the visually impaired students.  The Committee
asked the Reserve Librarians to work with Mary Fowler and the Faculty
Resource Center to determine protocols for the appropriate creation of
documents.  If faculty intend to create their own document, please check with the
FRC first to be sure the item will be readable by electronic readers.

After discussion, the Committee endorsed the Libraries’ proposal to stop having loose paper
files (articles, tests, etc.) on Reserve at the Libraries, and instead require faculty to put those
materials on MyGateway beginning Fall 2011.

To place items on Reserve, please start with the resources located at:
http://www.umsl.edu/services/library/access_services/reserves/acsresoerview.htm 
Barbara Hufker is our Circulation/Reserves Manager, and she can assist you with your Reserve
requests at (314) 516-5399 or by e-mail at: hufkerb@umsl.edu.

• The Libraries Committee endorsed the proposal for the Libraries to create a “Buy a
Library Book” program.  Such a program would allow patrons to donate money to purchase a
book in honor of an event, such as a graduation, or in memory of a loved one, or “just because.” 
The program would have fixed donation levels and would allow the patron to select the
discipline of the book that would be published; the final selection of the title would be a
librarian’s choice.  We hope this will afford others a means for commemorating important events
and help with our collection development.

• The Dean reported that the serials bid process was ending.  The Libraries expect to
have bids from three vendors and will evaluate them when all are available.  For the first time,
our collection will be provided by a single vendor because our collection is now too small to split
among vendors.  That increases our vulnerability if the vendor has difficulties.

•  The Committee has endorsed the response of the Library to the recommendations
made in the 5 year review.  These recommendations are summarized in the appendix to this
report.

• Starting soon (we hope this summer), Sodexo will have a room in the Libraries in which
food will be available.  The Libraries has identified a space for them and Sodexo has begun
discussions about availability.

• The Committee received a report on changes that had been made to the South
Campus Library to improve security.

• The Committee discussed the possibility of expanded hours during exams during the
2011-2012 year.  The Committee encouraged the Libraries to maintain statistics about use
during the two semester experiment for evaluation of the cost effectiveness of the program.

• The Dean announced that there will be some changes at UM LSO because of budget
cuts.  The head of the unit is retiring in April and will not be replaced.  However, the Dean does
not anticipate that patrons will see changes in service or collection because of it.
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• The Libraries are investigating ways of working with the campus on a data
management project required of NIH and NSF grants to save research data for access by other
researchers.  

• The Mercantile Library has a fabulous Circus Exhibit through August 7.  In addition,
they will again sponsor the St. Louis Fine Print, Rare Book and Paper Arts Fair on May 14 and
15.  The preview will be held on May 13.

Finally, the Senate Libraries Committee regrets that it forgot to inform the Campus community of
the official “Hug a Librarian Day” on March 1.  Hence, we are encouraging all faculty and
students to stop by your favorite Campus library and hug a librarian – tell them we appreciate
their work and dedication!
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Appendix: Recommendations from the 5-year Review of Libraries
(Libraries response in parentheses)

Summary List of External Reviewer Recommendations

Recommendations for the Library as an Organization:

· A1 Leadership development for the Dean and other managers; (AGREE)
· A2 professional development and involvement for librarians;  (AGREE)
· A3 staff training and professional development for all staff (campus/local/regional

events, webinars);  (AGREE)
· A4 development and implementation of a strategic plan with budgetary alignment; 

(AGREE)
· A5 new sources of funding such as establishment of endowments, indirect grant funds

from research grants, library grant-funding for special project and professional
development.  (AGREE)

Recommendations for the Library’s Collections and Resources:

· B1 Focus new acquisitions on electronic resources unless needed items are only
available in print or other physical formats;   (AGREE)

· B2 license Portico to ensure access to electronic resources in the event of
publisher/vendor changes and to free up money spent on binding;  (AGREE)

· B3 continue consortial licensing wherever possible and expand it to electronic book
licensing;  (AGREE)

· B4 find budgetary support to reduce the serials cuts if possible and to provide ongoing
support for meeting inflation of journal cost increases;  (AGREE)

· B5 implement Summon or a similar product to enhance searching of library collections
for library users;  (AGREE)

· B6 use MoSpace for managing UMSL scholarly output such as electronic theses and
dissertations.  (AGREE)

Recommendations for the Library’s Facilities and Technology:

· C1 Upgrade small areas in the libraries by adding comfortable, lounge seating and
collaborative work spaces with new flexible furniture;  (AGREE)

· C2 create quiet work spaces in Barnes by re-configuring the lower level or taking over
the second floor;   (DISAGREE)

· C3 add vending machines and/or café operation in both Thomas Jefferson and Barnes;
· C4 explore ways to improve security outside of library buildings to encourage greater

use of the libraries at night;   (AGREE)
· C5 increase library hours through such strategies as staggering hours, partnering with

other possible study spaces on campus, or extending hours during finals.   (AGREE)

Recommendations for the Library as a Partner in the Academic Mission:

· D1 Partner with CTL to provide new faculty orientation, faculty development programs
and creation of a library presence in MyGateway;  (AGREE)

· D2 continue to develop online instruction to support distance education and just-in-time
training on use of databases and library resources;  (AGREE)

· D3 create a communications plan to guide the publicity and marketing of library services; 
(AGREE)

· D4 use social media tools to communicate more broadly to library users of all types; 
(AGREE)

· D5 continue to evolve the assessment of instruction.  (AGREE)
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Summary List of Campus Review Team Recommendations:

· E1 Vigorously explore consortial opportunities for the access and acquisition of
electronic resources;  (AGREE)

· E2 keep abreast of new developments in e-publishing including the possibility of e-books
and e-serials; (AGREE)  

· E3 participate in the new Arts and Science course (Interdisciplinary 1003 - University
Studies), including tours of the libraries, particularly the Mercantile Library, and
instruction regarding library web pages and available resources; (AGREE)

· E4 encourage the libraries to train and use students to the fullest extent during the
current budget crisis; (AGREE)

· E5 make the library instruction room on the main floor (room 315) available to students
when it is not scheduled for use, particularly during examination periods; (AGREE)

· E6 utilize the library instruction room for staff in-house technical training (e.g., computer
programming courses) by encouraging IT to hold courses there; consider completely
subsidizing the fees for library staff (note: staff currently receives a discount, libraries
would contribute the balance); (AGREE)

· E7 ensure that library input is solicited before adding new programs so that appropriate
personnel can explain the potential impact; (AGREE)

· E8 attempt to secure portions of research grants distributed to the research office in
order to allow the libraries to more effectively contribute to the research needs of the
UMSL community-at-large; (AGREE)

· E9 establish a Friends of the Library Committee in an effort to raise donated funds,
including acknowledgment of contributions on book plates with the donor’s name;
(AGREE)

· E10 reconfigure the ground levels of both the Thomas Jefferson and Barnes libraries to
make them more student friendly, such as creating lounge areas with access to vending
machines; (AGREE)

· E11 continue the current practice of keeping user statistics to determine best hours of
operation. (AGREE)

An additional recommendation made by the 2006 Campus Review Team was carried over by
the 2010 Campus Review Team:

· E12 Give stakeholder groups an opportunity to respond to the internal and external
reports. (AGREE)
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